After the HK P.C.LL. or the UK’s L.P.C. or Bar courses, students proceed to the trainee solicitorship or pupillage stage in order to qualify as a solicitor or barrister.

- **(1) LL.B.** Bachelor of Laws, University of London (Preparatory tuition offered by HKU SPACE)
- **(2) GDEHKL (CPE)** Graduate Diploma in English and Hong Kong Law (Common Professional Examination)
- **(3) LLB (Hons)** Manchester Metropolitan University, for CPE holder only
- **(4) LLM and P.G.D.** Master of Laws and Post-Graduate Diplomas
- **(5) P.C.LL.** Postgraduate Certificate in Laws
- **B.P.T.C.** Bar Professional Training Course
- **L.P.C.** English Solicitors Legal Practice Course
- **(6) LLM in Legal Practice** (After 1 year legal practice), Manchester Metropolitan University 1-year Part-time

* Please visit the University of Hong Kong Law Faculty website for details of P.C.LL. entry requirements: [http://www.plea.hku.hk/pcll/](http://www.plea.hku.hk/pcll/)

**See also [http://www.pcea.com.hk](http://www.pcea.com.hk), the website for the P.C.LL. Conversion Examination.